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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2911: Carrying Out Legacy Teachings 

This Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven’s situation was somewhat different from Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven. 

There were only two continents here, but no matter which continent, the soul race was the well-

deserved overlord! 

The soul race had many Hegemons who kept suppressing the blood race. 

Looking across the 33 Heavens, the human race’s Hegemon Realms were the most. 

But here, the human race was weak. 

Therefore, in each great battle, these two major races would drive the human race out to be the 

vanguard, attacking each other. 

The humans were the biggest cannon fodders. 

Sublime Pill Sect was originally an Emperor Sakra Heaven level major sect. Although they could not enter 

the sights of a Hegemon level sect, it was quite powerful too. 

But, these few thousand years, they suffered the conscription of the soul race repeatedly, large batches 

of powerhouses died at the front-lines. 

Presently, there was only Wang Jun, being the only powerhouse left. 

They were paying homage to Cloudmount here, just praying that the soul race could completely forget 

about them and stop drafting them. 

If there was another draft, the Sublime Pill Sect would probably be in danger of being annihilated. 

Talking up until this point, Wang Jun, this Emperor Realm powerhouse, was also filled with tears. 

When Ye Yuan heard it, he also sighed endlessly. Concerning the blood race running rampant, it really 

angered both heaven and men, plunging the people into misery and suffering! 

After another few rounds of small talk, Ye Yuan understood a little about the war between the blood 

and soul races. Then he chased the Sublime Pill Sect’s people out and started his own closed-seclusion. 

Before entering closed-seclusion, Ye Yuan made a long list and handed it to Wang Jun, having him collect 

the heavenly medicines on the list. 

A large number of grade five and even some grade six heavenly medicines were listed on the list. Some 

heavenly medicines were even very precious. 

Fortunately, the Sublime Pill Sect had tens of thousands of years of foundation too. They could still 

gather some grade six heavenly medicines. 

Done with these, Ye Yuan started his closed-seclusion. 
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The urgent matter on hand was to resolve the problem of the bloody aura on his body. 

The blood and soul two races were diametrically opposed. If Ye Yuan went to the soul race like this, he 

would probably be one-shotted before meeting anyone. 

The soul race was a must-go destination. 

Ye Yuan’s biggest goal this time was one of the soul race’s three great sacred artifacts: the Purple Ripple 

Umbrella. 

This Purple Ripple Umbrella was a chaos sacred treasure with boundless power. 

Ye Yuan’s soul gathering technique must be coupled with the Purple Ripple Umbrella before it could 

help Mu Lingxue assemble her soul. 

It was just that chaos sacred treasures were supreme treasures when placed in any world. How could 

the soul race possibly lend it to Ye Yuan easily. 

Just like the Myriad Realms Mountain in Ye Yuan’s hands, once it was leaked out, that would absolutely 

cause a sanguinary slaughter. 

The soul race’s three great sacred artifacts, the Purple Ripple Umbrella, Soul Killing Bell, and the Forget-

me-not Cauldron, each one was a supreme soul artifact. The heavens and myriad worlds only had this 

one! 

Furthermore, looking at it presently, the soul race was far from friendly with humans. 

It would be very difficult to borrow it. 

However, Ye Yuan finally saw hope after walking all the way until today. 

Even if his bones were ground to dust, he had to successfully borrow the Purple Ripple Umbrella too. 

Ye Yuan’s mind was completely immersed in the Dao sword. 

The current Dao sword seemed to be stained by specks of bloodstains on it. 

These were precisely the materialization of the blood origin. 

Originally, he thought that once this origin of blood was merged together, it would corrode the Dao 

sword. 

After all, this wisp of blood origin originated from such a powerful Chaos Bloodstone! 

But, looking at it now, the power of the Dao sword seemed to exceed his imagination. 

Not only did this wisp of blood origin not corrode the Dao sword, but it was also completely integrated 

into the Dao sword instead! 

Ye Yuan could mobilize the power of the blood origin at any time now. 

This was also to say that the current Ye Yuan was indeed no different from a bloodkin in the least bit. 



It was just that this power was too strong. Ye Yuan was currently unable to control it, so the blood aura 

on his body could not dissipate at all. 

As long as he completely controlled this origin of blood, Ye Yuan would be able to recover back to new. 

In other words, the current Ye Yuan was probably the one and only existence across the various heavens 

and myriad worlds to possess the power of origin at True Sovereign Heaven Realm! 

As long as Ye Yuan controlled this power, his strength would soar again! 

The Dao sword was indeed a miraculous existence! 

Although it was condensed and formed by Ye Yuan using the power of Great Dao, Ye Yuan discovered 

that he still knew too little about it. 

Even Mi Tian was extremely astonished by it too. 

There were many divergent cultivators, but someone like Ye Yuan, a divergent cultivator who dared to 

point at heaven with their sword, was one of its kind. 

Maybe there were, but they were all dead. 

But Ye Yuan survived. 

Not only did he survive, but he also became stronger and stronger instead. 

Time passed quietly. Ye Yuan was continuously familiarizing and controlling the power of the blood 

origin. 

But the Sublime Pill Sect’s dissatisfaction with Ye Yuan caused a great clamor. 

“Sect Master, based on what?! This kid has an unknown background, yet, he’s riding on top of our heads 

to be an ancestor! This is nothing yet. The grade six heavenly medicines that barely remained in the sect 

have practically been all plundered away by him! You’re at any rate an Emperor Realm powerhouse too! 

Could it be that you can stomach this grievance?” Vice Sect Master, Lu Yan, said with an indignant face. 

“Our Sublime Pill Sect is already at the end of our rope to begin with. Now, we actually still have to 

support such an ancestor!” 

“Huhu,?we these people pay homage to our founder every day, hoping that his elderly self can show 

mercy and save us from extreme misery. Now, things are great. He sent an ancestor down, and we still 

have to provide for his needs!” 

… … 

In the Sublime Pill Sect’s great hall, three great half-step Emperor Realms were extremely dissatisfied. 

When Ye Yuan went into a closed-seclusion, he demanded a large number of grade six heavenly 

medicines. 

These few years, the Sublime Pill Sect had been declining with each passing day. 

The grade six heavenly medicines that Ye Yuan demanded, the Sublime Pill Sect had most of it. 



But some of the heavenly medicines were very precious. With the Sublime Pill Sect’s current strength, 

they paid a huge price before acquiring them too. 

Grade six heavenly medicines were not expendable to the present Sublime Pill Sect too. 

Ye Yuan’s list heaped disaster after disaster on the Sublime Pill Sect that was on the decline. 

However, Wang Jun still gritted his teeth and got it. 

Although he had quite a lot of unhappiness too, obeying Ancestor Hang Yang’s legacy teachings, he still 

carried them out unwaveringly. 

The moment Ye Yuan, this ancestor came, he took away a large number of heavenly medicines. This 

made them extremely dissatisfied. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan, this ancestor that made neither head nor tail, had caused them to be very 

unhappy too. 

If an Emperor Vast Heaven came, or even if it was an Emperor Cloud Heaven, they would just suck it up 

and acknowledge it. 

But, a lower True Sovereign Heaven, no matter how talented you were, what the hell did it have to do 

with us? 

Wang Jun swept Lu Yan a glance and said coolly, “This was what Ancestor Hang Yang passed down! For 

so many years, each sect master will personally pass it onto the next sect master before being drafted! 

Lu Yan, if this sect master is drafted this time, this legacy teaching will be inherited by you too! Are you 

taking over or not?” 

Lu Yan could not help choking when he heard that. 

To a sect, inheritance was the most important. 

Inheritance was not just the inheritance of cultivation methods and martial techniques. It was also the 

inheritance of responsibilities. 

To the current Lu Yan, he did not need to do anything. 

But, once he became Sect Master, he would have to fulfill the responsibilities! 

Then was he taking over or not? 

Sects that could have tens of thousands of years of lineage all had their own raison d’etre. 

If they could not even pass down this bit of responsibility, then the sect would have long dissipated. 

Moreover, under the current circumstances, where could they go to escape the war between two major 

races? 

If they became itinerant cultivators, it would be even more miserable! 

“But, at this rate, our Sublime Pill Sect will be finished!” Lu Yang gritted his teeth and said. 



Wang Jun still said coolly, “Without Patriarch Cloudmount, the Sublime Pill Sect wouldn’t have all these 

today. You and I also wouldn’t have had the lucky chance to reach the Emperor Realm! Therefore, even 

if the Sublime Pill Sect is finished, we have to carry out this legacy teaching too!” 

“Mn??It’s very lively! Everyone’s here, perfect! I still have a list here, Wang Jun. Hurry up and help me 

take care of it, quickly!” 

Right at this time, a voice sounded out. A leisurely looking Ye Yuan walked into the great hall. 
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Chapter 2912: Ancestor Ye Came to Save Us! 

“Enough! I can’t take it anymore! You, this fellow, are you done yet?” 

Lu Yan directly blew up, pointing at Ye Yuan as he started to bellow. 

The others in the great hall were also all glaring. 

This guy was simply a vampire! 

The heavenly medicines that he asked for previously virtually depleted half of the sect’s accumulations. 

Now, he wanted more? 

Another half-step Emperor Realm also said angrily, “What rubbish ancestor! Sect Master, even if I’m 

struck dead by heaven, I’ll also chase this guy out of the Sublime Pill Sect today!” Another half-step 

Emperor Realm also said angrily. 

The others spoke up one after another, criticizing Ye Yuan. 

Their patience had already reached its limits. 

Wang Jun also looked at Ye Yuan with a helpless look and said, “Ancestor Ye, the list that you gave 

previously has already depleted more than half of the sect’s accumulations! If you want more, the sect’s 

disciples won’t be able to cultivate normally anymore.” 

Ye Yuan could not help being taken aback and said, “Is that so? Then it’s really a shame. Since that’s the 

case, you pick some strong ones to consume these heavenly pills first. The Sublime Pill Sect still needs 

some powerhouses to protect it.” 

It was only to see him flick his sleeves grandly. Piles of bottles and vials appeared before everyone’s 

eyes. 

Lu Yang, who was still blowing his top earlier, his eyes went wide. 

Inside the bottles and vials, that profound undulation already filled the entire great hall! 

Profound grade! 

Sublime Pill Sect was established with alchemy. There was no shortage of alchemy path experts in the 

sect. 

They naturally knew about profound grade heavenly pills! 
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Wang Jun shot to his feet, looking at Ye Yuan with a look of disbelief as he said quiveringly, “Ancestor Ye, 

you’re saying that … these … these heavenly pills, are all for us?” 

Ye Yuan said, “Otherwise? These heavenly pills are of little use to me. I’ve already adapted to the origin 

of blood, my strength improving greatly. I’m about to transcend tribulation and break through my realm 

right away. There are 20 profound grade Resplendent Divine Emperor Pills in here. It should be sufficient 

to let Lu Yan three people step into Emperor Realm. The rest are also enough to let the collective 

strength of True Sovereign Heavens reach a higher level.” 

“2-20 profound grade Resplendent Divine Emperor Pills?” Wang Jun felt like he was listening to a book 

from heaven. 

Resplendent Divine Emperor Pill, that was a miraculous heavenly pill that could create Emperor Realms! 

The refining difficulty was not an ordinary kind of high. 

Even Ancestor Hang Yang could not refine profound grade Resplendent Divine Emperor Pills too. 

Ancestor Ye, a grade six heavenly alchemist, could refine it? 

Could Emperor Realms be nurtured using heavenly pills? 

Of course they could! 

Not just Emperor Cloud Heaven, even Hegemon Realms could be groomed using chaos heavenly pills 

too! 

But the sad thing was that the heavenly medicines required to refine this sort of chaos heavenly pill 

were seriously too rarely seen. 

Not a single strain might be born in 100 thousand years! 

It was just that the nurturing of Emperor Realms was very different from the previous cultivation realms. 

Even if the pill entered profound grade, it was also no guarantee that a half-step Emperor Cloud Heaven 

could step into Emperor Cloud Heaven. 

Emperor Realm was too mysterious! 

Therefore, Ye Yuan refined 20 in one go. 

No matter how poor the aptitudes of Lu Yan three people were, 20 was enough for them to step into 

Emperor Realm too. 

After all, it was profound grade! 

If not for these 20 Resplendent Divine Emperor Pills, it would not have emptied out the Sublime Pill 

Sect’s accumulated resources too. 

But, even if the Sublime Pill Sect’s accumulated resources were emptied out fully, it could not purchase 

20 Resplendent Divine Emperor Pills too! 

No, just talking in terms of value, it could at most just buy one or two. 



This thing was too precious! 

Wang Jun looked at Ye Yuan, as if having seen a ghost, and said, “You … You’re just lower True Sovereign 

Heaven. You … You can already refine profound grade heavenly pills?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No.” 

Wang Jun let out a long sigh in relief and muttered, “Luckily.” 

“I could already do it at middle Saint Sovereign Heaven.” 

“… …” 

The Sublime Pill Sect disciples present felt incredibly blown away. 

Too … Too demoralizing! 

Everyone refined pills. Why were you so outstanding? 

Profound grade was a realm that was lofty and out of reach. 

Forget about a measly little lower True Sovereign Heaven; even if it was Emperor Vast Heaven, being 

able to step into profound grade was very rare too. 

One had to know, when Ye Yuan entered profound grade back then, even a top sect like the Extreme 

Medicine Sect was shaken. 

How could a puny little Sublime Pill Sect not be horrified? 

Even when the Sublime Pill Sect was at its peak, the people who could enter the realm of profound 

grade did not surpass three people too! 

Now, a lower True Sovereign Heaven went into a closed-seclusion for a few months’ time and took out a 

bunch of profound grade heavenly pills. 

This sort of thing was seriously too shocking. 

So when they learned that Ye Yuan turned those heavenly medicines into profound grade heavenly pills, 

they were completely flustered. 

At this time, Wang Jun they all finally understood why back then Hegemon Cloudmount could not even 

be bothered to gave Ancestor Hang Yang a glance. 

In their view, Ancestor Hang Yang, who could develop a Sublime Realm sect into an Emperor Sakra 

Heaven level major sect, was absolutely amazingly talented already. 

But, compared to this one in front of them, he was truly pummeled until not even dregs remained! 

This was a true genius! 

Only such a genius was fit to become the disciple of that kind of existence! 

Thud! 



Lu Yang directly knelt down in front of Ye Yuan and cried bitterly as he said, “Ancestor Ye, t-this disciple 

deserves death! This disciple shouldn’t have criticized Ancestor behind your back, shouldn’t have 

projected my own shortcomings onto others! This disciple is unfilial. Ancestor, please punish!” 

At this time, Lu Yan really felt that he could look for a hole to crawl into. 

These few days, he had a stomach full of complaints. 

If not for Wang Jun suppressing it, he would have long broken in and chased Ye Yuan away. 

But only now did he understand that Ye Yuan wanted these heavenly medicines not for himself but for 

the Sublime Pill Sect and him! 

He was really worse than a beast to actually scold Ancestor Ye behind his back! 

He currently wished to find a hole in the ground to tunnel into. 

“Ancestor Ye, t-this disciple also played a part! Ancestor, please punish!” 

“Ancestor Ye, please punish!” 

Even the half-step Emperor Realms as well as those True Sovereign Heavens all knelt down too. 

These few days, they criticized Ye Yuan plenty. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “All get up. This matter was in fact my fault. It was me who was anxious to 

enter closed-seclusion and didn’t explain things clearly. Since the Sublime Pill Sect is the Dao teaching 

that my master left behind, then I, this disciple, naturally have the responsibility to guard it. You guys 

also wouldn’t have called me Ancestor Ye in vain.” 

Lu Yan was completely convinced. He kowtowed heavily to Ye Yuan, exclaiming, “Ancestor Ye has a mind 

as open as a valley. This disciple admires! From now on, this disciple will follow Ancestor Ye’s lead!” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “No need to waste time on this. After you all distribute the heavenly 

pills, go into a closed-seclusion respectively. This ancestor is going to transcend tribulation.” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan’s figure moved and already went out of the great hall. 

Very soon, terrifying undulations came from outside. 

Wang Jun and the rest exchanged glances, the look of shock on their faces growing stronger. 

What terrifying undulations! 

They could also tell that Ye Yuan was a divergent cultivator. 

But this True Sovereign Dao Tribulation was a little too terrifying, right? 

Such a terrifying True Sovereign Dao Tribulation, could Ancestor Ye overcome it? 

Upon coming out to see, everyone was dumbfounded with shock. 

Ye Yuan was akin to a living god or devil under the Dao tribulation. 

A Dao sword destroyed all of the Dao tribulations! 



After refining the origin of blood, Ye Yuan’s strength became powerful until it was hair-raising! 

Coupled with the power of blessing, this True Sovereign Dao Tribulation was no longer able to do 

anything to him. 

Seeing this scene, Wang Jun suddenly had tears running down his face as he said, “Perhaps, Patriarch 

Cloudmount heard our prayers and sent Ancestor Ye to come and save us!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2913: Exterminate Everyone! 

Lu Yan three people’s talents were indeed not to be complimented. 

The three people consumed 19 Resplendent Divine Emperor Pills before finally breaking through to 

Emperor Realm. 

A waste of such fine profound grade heavenly pills! 

But at any rate, the Sublime Pill Sect had four Emperor Realm powerhouses now. Their strength 

immediately jumped up a level. 

Emperor Realm and not Emperor Realm were two totally different worlds! 

Even if Ye Yuan was so monstrous, it was also impossible to cross this large mountain, jumping realms to 

battle. 

As for those True Sovereign Heavens, their strength similarly made great progress. 

The Sublime Pill Sect from top to bottom revered Ye Yuan like a god. 

Ye Yuan stayed in the Sublime Pill Sect for three years. 

For three years, Ye Yuan placed his mind on the origin of blood and the comprehension of the Divine 

Emergence’s third level. 

At present, already Ye Yuan fused with the blood origin. This was the work of the Dao sword. 

He could utilize the power of origin, but his understanding of the origin of blood was very superficial. 

It was merely a matter of knowing how to do something but not understanding why. 

The origin of blood was also the most fundamental power to construct the rules of all the heavens. 

Therefore, its power was not inferior to that of spatial origin! 

With Ye Yuan grasping an origin power in-advance, he naturally palpitated with excitement. 

With the Dao sword as a medium, his speed of comprehending the origin of blood was extremely fast. 

Comprehending origin had no shortcuts to take. 

But Ye Yuan took a shortcut. 

On the contrary, Ye Yuan did not have any clues about the Divine Emergence’s third level this entire 

time. 
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The soul race had three great sacred canons and three great sacred soul artifacts. All of them were the 

33 Heavens’ top existences. 

The Divine Emergence’s third level was a massive threshold. It was incomparably difficult. 

This third level often could only be comprehended by the soul race’s Emperor Realm powerhouses. 

And the Divine Emergence was also one of the soul race’s sacred canons. The difficulty could be 

imagined. 

Ye Yuan virtually did not have much bottlenecks cultivating it to grand completion second level. 

But this time, he encountered a bottleneck. 

The tranquility of these three years was finally broken by the arrival of the soul envoy! 

“Paying respects to Lord Soul Envoy!” 

Wang Jun brought the Sublime Pill Sect’s people and carried out a worship ritual on bent knees. 

This soul envoy was merely grand completion True Sovereign Heaven, but these exalted Emperor 

Realms actually had to extend such solemn respects. It was truly oppressing. 

“Mn.” 

The soul envoy was very haughty and did not have the intention of letting Wang Jun and the rest get up 

at all. 

Rather, it was behind him; an Emperor Cloud Heaven powerhouse’s gaze was swimming across Lu Yan 

few people, revealing a smile that was not a smile. 

This person was called Zhang Zuoshan, Soaring Cloud Sect’s sect master. 

To talk about this Soaring Cloud Sect, back then, they were still the Sublime Pill Sect’s subordinate sect. 

The strongest was merely True Sovereign Heaven. 

Compared to the Sublime Pill Sect, the Soaring Cloud Sect was like an ant. 

But circumstances changed with the passing of time. The Soaring Cloud Sect already had three Emperor 

Cloud Heaven powerhouses now. There was even a middle Emperor Cloud Heaven among them, their 

strength far surpassing the Sublime Pill Sect instead. 

Actually, the soul race did not squeeze the human race blindly. Instead, they groomed some weak sects 

consciously. 

But, when they drafted the humans, they would naturally draft those powerful sects. 

This was equivalent to weakening a batch and nurturing a batch. 

That batch that was weakened naturally hated the soul race to the core. 

But that batch that was being groomed, they overflowed with gratitude towards the soul race. 



This way, not only did it divide the human race, it also made it impossible for some powerful existences 

to appear in the human race, forever being enslaved under the soul race. 

The Sublime Pill Sect was clearly that batch that was being weakened. 

And the Soaring Cloud Sect was that batch that was being nurtured. 

Zhang Zuoshan’s aptitude was actually ordinary, but with the soul race’s strength, wanting to nurture a 

middle Emperor Cloud Heaven was still easy to accomplish. 

And Zhang Zuoshan also directly became a sycophant of the soul race. 

If the soul race asked him to go east, he would never go west. 

The soul envoy looked at Wang Jun and said lightly, “Wang Jun, your Sublime Pill Sect’s Zhou Chen, as 

well as five other Emperor Cloud Heavens, have already all fallen.” 

These words did not carry the slightest trace of emotion. It was as if the few Emperor Realm 

powerhouses who died were little dogs. 

Wang Jun’s entire body shook, tears pouring out of his eyes. 

“Senior Apprentice Brother! I-It was all me who harmed you!” 

Zhou Chen was precisely the Sublime Pill Sect’s former sect master! 

Over 50 years ago, the soul race forcibly drafted Zhou Chen and six Emperor Cloud Heavens, only leaving 

behind Wang Jun, one Emperor Realm powerhouse. 

Hence, Zhou Chen passed the position of sect master to Wang Jun. 

Actually, that call-up planned to take Wang Jun away too. But Zhou Chen gave the vast majority of the 

Sublime Pill Sect’s resources to this soul envoy in order to leave behind a trace of bloodline for the 

Sublime Pill Sect. 

This was also the reason why the Sublime Pill Sect depleted their resources to get a few grade six 

heavenly pills now. 

These few thousands of years, the nightmares that the Sublime Pill Sect had heard of, were too many! 

Ancestor Hang Yang brought a group of disciples and fought for over a thousand years with the blood 

race. In the end, he still fell. 

When the bad news came, the entire sect was in deep grief! 

Yet, this was only the beginning. 

After Ancestor Hang Yang died, the soul race drafted another batch of Emperor Vast Heaven 

powerhouses. 

Following that, it was Emperor Cloud Heavens. 

Until now, there was only Wang Jun, a single sapling left! 



“Heh,?Wang Jun, rather than crying bitterly for Zhou Chen that damn thing here, why not worry about 

yourself! Lord Soul Envoy has said, all of the Sublime Pill Sect’s Emperor Realms will enter the Scarlet 

Drill Battlefield! Since you all have four Emperor Realms now, then just now, go together then.” 

Zhang Zuoshan looked at Wang Jun with a smug look. 

Seeing that the Sublime Pill Sect actually had four Emperor Realms appear all of a sudden, he was 

extremely shocked in his heart. 

Originally, the Soaring Cloud Sect had already completely pressed the Sublime Pill Sect down. 

What kind of people Lu Yan these three were, Zhang Zuoshan knew. 

Wanting to step into the Emperor Realm, there was basically no possibility. 

But, who knew that having not seen for a few short decades, the three of them actually all stepped into 

Emperor Cloud Heaven. 

Fortunately, he kept it in mind. This time, he was going to round the Sublime Pill Sect up in one fell 

swoop, so he secretly informed Lord Soul Envoy to have him continue drafting the Sublime Pill Sect. 

This time, he could completely trample the Sublime Pill Sect into the mud. 

Wang Jun’s entire body shook, wishing to tear Zhang Zuoshan to shreds. 

He knew that it was definitely him who stirred up enmity again. 

“Lord Soul Envoy! My Sublime Pill Sect’s talents have already dwindled to zero in order to fight for the 

soul race! Now, there are only these last few bloodlines left! This time, Wang Jun is willing to set off for 

Scarlet Drill Battlefield. Lord Soul Envoy, please let Lu Yan they all off!” Wang Jun said in a trembling 

voice. 

The soul envoy gave Wang Jun a glance and said coolly, “It’s your honor to fight for my soul race! Why? 

Do you feel that this envoy is setting you all up? Don’t need to say anymore. The situation of the 

battlefront at the Scarlet Drill Battlefield is urgent. We’re precisely in need of your services now. This 

time, not only are the four of you going; all of the True Sovereign Heavens have to go!” 

When Zhang Zuoshan heard, he was beside himself with joy by the side. 

Wang Jun lifted his head abruptly, looking at the soul envoy with a look of resentment. 

This was driving everyone to extermination! 

Wang Jun was furious to the extreme, the Emperor Realm pressure on his body suddenly releasing, 

already having the stance of risking it all. 

However, the soul envoy did not care at all. He just said coolly, “Why, you even want to make a move? 

You have to think clearly. Once you make a move, your Sublime Pill Sect will completely disappear!” 

This sentence was akin to a basin of cold water, pouring down the head. 

The Emperor Realm pressure on his body instantly disappeared without a trace. 



Going, there was still a glimmer of hope. 

Not going, they would be completely wiped out by the soul race! 
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Chapter 2914: Its Really a Small World! 

Each and every one of the Sublime Pill Sect’s disciples was bound by a common hatred for the enemy, 

wishing that they could perish together. 

Bullying people too far! 

This soul envoy did not give the Sublime Pill Sect any way out! 

“Die in glory rather than live on in dishonor. 

“Right, we’re not scared of death! At most, we’ll fight it out to the death!” 

“Sect Master, we’ve had enough a long time ago! These few years, we’ve lived worse than dogs! Fight it 

out with him!” As he talked, this newly advanced Emperor Realm powerhouse was looking at Zhang 

Zuoshan. 

… … 

Thousands of years of accumulated resentment had completely erupted at this moment. 

The soul race did not give any way out at all. This was wiping out their True Sovereign Heavens and 

above in one fell swoop. 

Without even True Sovereign Heavens, was the Sublime Pill Sect still the Sublime Pill Sect? 

Zhang Zuoshan stood behind the soul envoy with a smile that was not a smile. 

The Sublime Pill Sect bringing about their own destruction, he was happy to see it happen. 

Thinking back then, he was like a dog in front of the Sublime Pill Sect. 

Now, he finally felt exaltation upon fulfillment. 

“All shut up for me!” Wang Jun roared angrily, suppressing everyone’s voices. 

In the Sublime Pill Sect, Wang Jun’s prestige was still extremely high. 

He forcefully suppressed the fury in his heart and said in a solemn voice, “What can mutual destruction 

achieve? My Sublime Pill Sect has a lineage of tens of thousands of years. It can’t be cut off just like that! 

We’ll … go!” 

Wang Jun virtually depleted all of his strength to utter the word ‘go.’ 

He knew that if he went, the Sublime Pill Sect would be completely beaten into the dirt. 

But there was no choice! 

What could resisting do? 
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The four of them Emperor Realms added up might not be Zhang Zuoshan’s match too! 

Rather than dying in vain, it was better to leave some descendants behind for the Sublime Pill Sect! 

Presumably, the True Sovereign Heavens would have all died out. The soul race would not go so far as to 

target some Saint Sovereign Heavens, right? 

After all, if these people went, they would only be cannon fodders too. 

“Liu Xin, from now on, you’re the Sublime Pill Sect’s sect master!” Wang Jun looked at a grand 

completion Saint Sovereign Heaven and said. 

Liu Xin’s eyes were filled with tears, kneeling down with a thud. 

Life-and-death parting 

The soul envoy smiled and said, “That’s right. This is the wise move! Moreover, going to the Scarlet Drill 

Battlefield might not be a road that leads to death. Maybe it will be your lucky chance too! In that place, 

there are many people who break through the fetters and break through realms repeatedly, becoming 

overlords of a region! You all don’t need to be so pessimistic. Alright, whatever you have to hand over, 

hurry up and hand it over. And then we’re leaving.” 

… … 

Half a day later, the soul envoy escorted a group of Sublime Pill Sect powerhouses, and they were 

prepared to leave. 

The entire Sublime Pill Sect was in a state of misery. 

At this time, Wang Jun already recovered calmness. He instructed Liu Xin, his gaze sincere as he said, 

“Liu Xin, I only have one request for you. No matter how hard it is, you have to let the Sublime Pill Sect 

survive too!” 

When he said this, Ye Yuan’s figure appeared in Wang Jun’s mind. 

With him around, the Sublime Pill Sect would not die! 

So what if there were no True Sovereign Heavens? 

With him around, before long, the Sublime Pill Sect would have a large batch of True Sovereign Heavens 

appear again! 

Emperor Realms would absolutely not be far beyond reach too! 

Ye Yuan was in a closed-seclusion. From the start until now, nobody in the Sublime Pill Sect mentioned 

Ye Yuan’s name. 

Firstly, they were grateful to Ye Yuan and could not drag Ye Yuan into the water. 

Secondly, they all tacitly felt that with Ancestor Ye around, the Sublime Pill Sect still had a tomorrow! 

Of course, Wang Jun they all did not feel that Ye Yuan appearing could change anything. 

It was true that he was a genius. 



But, facing a behemoth like the soul race, a genius could not change anything. 

Ancestor Hang Yang was Emperor Sakra Heaven, something that even an Emperor Sakra Heaven could 

not change, what could a measly little True Sovereign Heaven change? 

When Liu Xin heard that, he knelt down again with a thud and said in tears, “Liu Xin remembers Sect 

Master’s teachings! Sect Master … take care!” 

Zhang Zuoshan smiled lightly and said,?“Tsk tsk,?what a touching scene! Lord Soul Envoy, the Sublime 

Pill Sect is so ignorant about what’s good for them. Can you send them to Tiankui Front?” 

The soul envoy nodded slightly and said,?“Mn,?Tiankui Front there is indeed short on people.” 

One sentence made the expressions of Wang Jun and the rest change again. 

Tiankui Front was the Scarlet Drill Battlefield’s most dangerous place. 

The cruelty did not lose to South Qi Giant City! 

Going there was virtually certain death! 

Ancestor Hang Yang died at the Tiankui Front. 

If looks could kill, Zhang Zuoshan would have already died God knows how many times. 

The soul envoy did not care about these gazes in the slightest. He just said coolly, “Alright, stop talking 

crap. Set off!” 

Everyone was just about to leave, but two figures blocked their path. 

Seeing the arrival, Wang Jun’s pupils constricted. 

He glared at Li Jianshen, who was next to Ye Yuan, and said with an angry roar, “Li Jianshen! Ancestor Ye 

has treated you with kindness. Why are you harming him!” 

The arrival was precisely Ye Yuan. 

Next to him was a Saint Sovereign Heaven disciple, Li Jianshen. 

This Li Jianshen had a very outstanding alchemy talent. Ye Yuan found him very promising. 

During these few years, he frequently gave guidance to Li Jianshen. His strength also advanced rapidly. 

Just like that, he already became the number one person under Liu Xin. 

Wang Jun did not expect that this guy actually secretly went to find Ye Yuan! 

The moment Ye Yuan appeared, he could not escape anymore! 

Hence, when he saw Ye Yuan appear, Wang Jun was beyond furious. 

The moment Zhang Zuoshan saw Ye Yuan, he could not help smiling.?“Yo,?it turns out that there’s still a 

True Sovereign Heaven hiding! Wang Jun, what gall you have! Lord Soul Envoy, looks like if we don’t 

teach them a lesson, this bunch of guys won’t be obedient!?Mn??Lord Soul Envoy?” 



The soul envoy ignored Zhang Zuoshan, but his pair of eyes were glued on Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan was extremely surprised too and was currently sizing the soul envoy up, a hint of a smile 

surfacing at the corners of his mouth. 

“Huhu,?it’s really a small world! I didn’t expect that I could actually meet an old friend in Nihility 

Exceeding Balance Heaven! Yan Jadetrue, how have you been?” Ye Yuan said with a beam. 

That was right. This lord soul envoy was precisely the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s ancestor who schemed 

against Ye Yuan back then and was sent packing by Ye Yuan, Yan Jadetrue! 

After the farewell back then, Ye Yuan never saw Yan Jadetrue again. 

He never expected that he crossed a world to arrive at Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven and actually 

met Yan Jadetrue! 

Furthermore, he even became the soul race’s soul envoy! 

To talk about this Yan Jadetrue, he was really fated to not die. 

Originally, he was severely wounded by Ye Yuan and also inflicted with the soul poison, it was very hard 

to recover his peak strength again. 

Furthermore, in his condition, he could not cross the sea and go to Heaven One Continent at all. 

In the sea, he similarly suffered a frenzied pursuit. 

But who could have expected that when he fled to the bottom of the sea, he actually discovered a 

mystic realm. 

That mystic realm was even left behind by an Emperor Realm soul denizen. 

Not only did Yan Jadetrue obtain an Emperor Realm’s legacy, he even entered the realm passageway 

between Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven and Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven in an accident 

arising from many causes, finally arriving at Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven! 

Later, by relying on that Emperor Realm inheritance as well as his own intellect, not only did he enter 

the soul race, he even became a soul envoy. 

It was just that he never expected to actually bump into his sworn enemy, Ye Yuan, in this Nihility 

Exceeding Balance Heaven! 

After being taken aback, Yan Jadetrue came back to his senses very quickly. Looking at Ye Yuan with a 

smile, he said, “This envoy is well, very well! Ye Yuan, since you appeared in the Sublime Pill Sect, then 

follow them to the Scarlet Drill Battlefield!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2915: Deepening the Impression! 

Seeing that Ye Yuan actually knew the soul envoy, Wang Jun and the rest could not help but rejoice. 

Yan Jadetrue’s one sentence directly woke them up. 
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It turned out that these two were enemies! 

With this, it was really over! 

Ye Yuan did not feel anything. He just smiled and said, “It looks like you’ve already forgotten the lesson 

from last time!” 

Yan Jadetrue laughed loudly and said, “Forgotten??Huhu,?how can I possibly forget? Do you think that 

this envoy is still that trash who doesn’t know anything? Back then, the reason why this envoy was 

plotted against by you, it was merely because I was an origin divinity body at that time! Now, this envoy 

had a great lucky chance and already completely transformed into a soul denizen, grasping the soul 

race’s powerful mystic arts! It’s the soul race that let this envoy experience a nirvanic rebirth! Killing you 

now is merely a matter of a single thought!” 

“Ye Yuan, you don’t know this, but for so many years, this envoy has been constantly thinking about 

returning to the Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven to avenge the enmity back then! I really didn’t 

expect that heaven has eyes, to actually deliver you before this envoy!?Hahaha?…” 

Talking until the back, Yan Jadetrue could not resist letting out a loud laugh. 

He was seriously too happy! 

Back then, Yang Jadetrue being defeated at Ye Yuan’s hands, it could be said to having all hope being 

dashed to pieces. 

But only until he obtained the soul race’s inheritance did he learn why he was defeated! 

Was an origin divinity body a soul denizen? 

Yes, and also no! 

In essence, the two were homologous. 

But the human race’s origin divinity had a huge connection to the physical body and the inner-world. 

It was different for the soul race! 

Furthermore, the human race rarely had soul race mystic arts. Even if there were techniques to cultivate 

the origin divinity, it was far from the soul race’s too. 

Therefore, the human race’s origin divinity was actually 108 thousand miles worse than same rank soul 

denizens. 

Across the heavens and myriad worlds, it was not only the human race. After other races had their 

fleshy bodies be destroyed, there would be a soul body existing too. 

But a soul body was different from the soul race. 

The cultivation of the soul race was another Great Dao! 

The origin of soul! 

Both that and the blood race’s origin of blood were extremely strong Great Daos. 



Soul race powerhouses could eliminate hundreds of millions of living things with a single thought! 

Origin divinity body must obtain the soul race’s cultivation method, shed off the shackles of the origin 

divinity, and tread onto the Great Dao of Soul, before they could be called a soul denizen. 

Otherwise, they were too weak to stand up to competition! 

Very clearly, Ye Yuan grasped some kind of extremely powerful soul race mystic art back then. That was 

how he could defeat the strong while being weaker, beating the piss out of him. 

But now, it was already different! 

He, Yan Jadetrue, obtained the soul race’s inheritance and already completely transformed into a soul 

denizen. His strength could no longer be mentioned in the same breath a long time ago! 

The moment Zhang Zuoshan heard, he was overjoyed. 

He knew that this one in front of him was currently a rising new star in the Nirvana Soul Hall. 

His rate of improvement was very quick! 

He was already just half a step away from Emperor Realm! 

Therefore, he did his best to suck up to Yan Jadetrue. That was how he had today. 

“Heh heh,?I was wondering what powerful figure it was, to be able to make Lord Soul Envoy keep 

thinking about him! It turns out that it’s merely a random nobody! Kid, there’s a phrase: Change is the 

only constant, the wheel of fortune turns. Have you heard it before? The present Lord Soul Envoy can 

crush you as easily as crushing an ant to death!” Zhang Zuoshan said smugly. 

Yan Jadetrue said with a smile, “That’s correct!” 

How soothing to the heart! 

Change is the only constant, the wheel of fortune turns! 

Wasn’t he and Ye Yuan be like so? 

Heaven really had eyes, delivering Ye Yuan in front of him! 

The expressions of Wang Jun and the rest changed drastically. They similarly knew that this one before 

their eyes was the Nirvana Soul Hall’s expert! 

Same rank humans were not his match at all. 

They knew that Ye Yuan was formidable, but fighting with the soul race was different! 

One thought, life and death would be decided! 

“Ancestor Ye, we’ll stop them, hurry up and go!” Wang Jun’s figure moved, blocking in front of Ye Yuan. 

Lu Yan and the rest gave no chance to explain, standing shoulder to shoulder with Wang Jun. 

Previously, the entire sect even wanted to perish together with Yan Jadetrue, and they suppressed it. 



Now, for Ye Yuan’s sake, they did not even want the sect anymore! 

The loyalty of Wang Jun these people could be seen. 

Zhang Zuoshan snorted coldly and said, “A bunch of ant-like things, to actually dare be disrespectful to 

the soul envoy!?Huhu,?I think that you all are really tired of living!” 

But Ye Yuan, who was away from Wang Jun and the rest, said with a faint smile, “Looks like you have 

great resentment! Then I’ll give you a chance, come and kill me!” 

This slightly smiling appearance, Yan Jadetrue was very displeased! 

His two eyes narrowed, instinctively feeling that Ye Yuan harbored malicious intentions. 

This kid was too cunning! 

He was already infinitely cautious back then. Who knew that he still succumbed to his trick?! 

He understood Ye Yuan too well! 

But, the more he understood, the more fearful he was of Ye Yuan. 

“Zhang Zuoshan, go and kill him!” Hesitating for a moment, Yan Jadetrue still said cautiously. 

Zhang Zuoshan was stunned.?Is Lord Soul Envoy scared of this kid? 

How was this possible?! 

In the Nirvana Soul Hall, Lord Soul Envoy killed gods if gods blocked him, killed Buddha if Buddha 

blocked him. 

Under Emperor Realm, he was virtually unrivaled. 

Now, he was actually afraid of a newly advanced middle True Sovereign Heaven? 

Could this kid be so impressive? 

However, he did not dare to refuse to carry out Yan Jadetrue’s orders! 

“Yes, Lord Soul Envoy!” 

The moment Zhang Zuoshan’s middle Emperor Cloud Heaven aura released, everyone’s faces changed. 

“You dare to hurt my Ancestor Ye! This sect master will fight it out with you!” 

Wang Jun four people immediately faced off against Zhang Zuoshan without hesitation. 

Four versus one! 

Luckily, Wang Jun’s strength was already very close to middle Emperor Cloud Heaven. 

The four people barely managed to resist Zhang Zuoshan. 

A big blunder! 



Yan Jadetrue thought that the Sublime Pill Sect only had Wang Jun, one Emperor Realm. That was why 

he brought Zhang Zuoshan alone. 

Who knew that four Emperor Realms appeared all of a sudden! 

Ye Yuan did not care. He still smiled at Yan Jadetrue and said, “Why? Don’t dare? If you’re not making a 

move, then I’m … going to make a move!” 

Yan Jadetrue’s pupils constricted. A powerful long-distance attack directly entered Ye Yuan’s sea of 

consciousness! 

One thought, life and death was decided! 

But when his soul force entered Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, it suddenly seemed like it collided into 

an iron plate! 

“Ugh!” 

Yan Jadetrue gave a muffled groan, falling back several steps in a row! 

So strong! 

Ye Yuan did not play any tricks! 

How could his origin divinity be so powerful? 

The origin divinity attack just now, Ye Yuan did not even deliberately defend against it. He only felt that 

Ye Yuan’s origin divinity was strong like an iron plate! 

And his origin divinity attack was slammed until it was badly battered. 

He looked towards Ye Yuan in horror and said, “H-How can this be? How can your origin divinity … be so 

strong?” 

Back then, Ye Yuan’s origin divinity barely managed to reach Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Just how long had it been? His origin divinity already reached upper True Sovereign Heaven? 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s origin divinity was more than a hundred times more solid than ordinary upper 

True Sovereign Heavens! 

Just what kind of origin divinity cultivation method did this guy cultivate? 

Demoralizing! 

Too demoralizing! 

He obtained an Emperor Vast Heaven’s inheritance! 

After cultivating bitterly for so long, he did not even have a match in the Nirvana Soul Hall. Now, he 

actually lost to a human? 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “Looks like the lesson last time wasn’t deep enough. 

Then this time, I’ll deepen the impression!” 



Finished saying, two origin divinities emerged from Ye Yuan’s body. 

Finally, they merged into one! 

Yan Jadetrue felt horror in his heart, crying out in surprise: “Twin Chaos Origin Divinities!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2916: Reaping the Consequences 

Ye Yuan’s origin divinity was of one body and two faces to begin with. 

One was the dragon soul; the other was the divine soul. 

Having obtained Divine Emergence, Ye Yuan’s both divinities cultivated it at the same time. The two 

origin divinities became strong on their own. 

Now, each one did not lose to same rank powerhouses. 

When the two combined into one, the power was even greater. 

Ye Yuan condensed a long bow with soul force, bending the bow and notching an arrow! 

Yan Jadetrue’s expression changed drastically! 

He was too familiar with this move! 

“Arrow of God Extermination!” 

It was just that when Ye Yuan unleashed it now, the power could no longer be mentioned in the same 

breath. 

“It’s still this move. This situation really deepens the impression of the past!” 

Ye Yuan smiled, and the Arrow of God Extermination tore across the air. 

Yan Jadetrue felt his scalp tingle, hurriedly releasing several streams of soul force, surrounding himself 

tightly. 

This move was also an Emperor Realm inheritance. It was called Nether Shield, its defensive strength 

extremely strong! 

Boom! 

The Nether Shield instantly shattered. 

Yan Jadetrue only felt his head spin, his soul body already suffering heavy injuries. 

Too strong! 

Circumstances changed with the passing of time. Feeling the power of this Arrow of God Extermination 

again, Yan Jadetrue was struck dumb with amazement! 

His Nether Shield was akin to an ant in front of the Arrow of God Extermination. 

“I only unleashed 30% of my power, and you already collapsed? This time, try 40%.” 
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Yan Jadetrue wanted to cry. 

Just 30% power and he already could not withstand it; let alone talk about 40% power. 

Yan Jadetrue gritted his teeth hard and said with an angry roar, “Ye Yuan, you forced me! Destruction 

Heavenly Blade!” 

On his hand, a ring suddenly lit up. Yan Jadetrue’s soul force suddenly skyrocketed dozens of times! 

And at this time, his soul force also turned ethereal, transforming into a blood-red colored long blade. 

An Emperor Vast Heaven’s inheritance was naturally extraordinary. 

This ring was Yan Jadetrue’s trump card! 

This ring was called Soul Recall Ring, a grade three grandmist treasure! 

Once it was activated, it could cause soul force to skyrocket. 

And this Destruction Heavenly Blade was that Emperor Vast Heaven’s ultimate move. 

The moment this blade emerged, everyone’s faces changed drastically. 

Wang Jun felt this terrifying soul force undulation. This blade, even with an Emperor Realm’s origin 

divinity, it probably could not resist it too! 

“Ancestor Ye, be careful!” Wang Jun roared loudly. 

Boom! 

While talking, Wang Jun was struck flying by Zhang Zuoshan with a palm. The latter laughed and said, 

“Unable to even fend for yourself, you still have the leisure to care about others! Do you think that Lord 

Soul Envoy can really be defeated by some Tom, Dick, or Harry? That kid is dead for sure!” 

A trace of surprise was revealed on Ye Yuan’s face too. 

But very soon, he recovered back to normal and said with a faint smile, “A little interesting!” 

In the next instant, his soul force similarly soared! 

In an instant, Ye Yuan’s soul force directly started to immolate. 

The soul bow and soul arrow in Ye Yuan’s hands all caught on fire! 

Divine Emergence mystic art, Rising From the Ashes! 

Swoosh! 

The Destruction Heavenly Blade and Arrow of God Extermination instantly exploded in the void. 

Yan Jadetrue was akin to being struck by lightning, drifting out like a piece of paper. 

His entire person instantly became much dimmer. 

Clearly, his soul body had already sustained serious injuries. 



Zhang Zuoshan had a dumbfounded expression on his face as if he had seen a ghost. 

He had seen before with his own eyes, Lord Soul Envoy used the Destruction Heavenly Blade to slash a 

half-step Emperor Realm until he disintegrated. 

Apparently, he was actually defeated by this little fellow from the human race? 

This … This was also too fake, right? 

Wang Jun had a dumbfounded look too, immediately becoming wildly ecstatic! 

Ancestor Ye was indeed impressive! 

“Haha,?Zhang Zuoshan, just now, who did you say was dead for sure?” Wang Jun said with a loud laugh. 

Zhang Zuoshan’s face turned back. This face-slapping was also too fast, right? 

At this time, Ye Yuan already arrived at Yan Jadetrue’s side, pulled the ring off Yan Jadetrue’s body, and 

started examining it carefully. 

“This is a soul artifact? Indeed … a little interesting! Yan Jadetrue, give me this thing, alright?” Ye Yuan 

looked at Yan Jadetrue and said. 

Yan Jadetrue gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Dream on! I’m a soul envoy now! If you dare touch a 

hair on me, the soul race won’t let you off! Also, this Sublime Pill Sect, you wouldn’t want to watch them 

die, right?” 

He was confident that he understood Ye Yuan very well and knew that Ye Yuan would not leave the 

Sublime Pill Sect alone. 

Who knew that Ye Yuan grinned, and then a streak of gloomy light was fired into Yan Jadetrue’s soul 

body. 

“ARGH!!” 

Yan Jadetrue cried out miserably, rolling around on the ground in pain. 

He just felt as if hundreds of millions of ants were gnawing on his soul body. 

That sort of anguish made him virtually want to end it all. 

Hearing Yan Jadetrue’s miserable scream, the group of Emperor Realms could not help shuddering with 

fear too. 

“I’ll give! I’ll give, okay?” Yan Jadetrue gave in. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If you did so earlier, wouldn’t you have suffered less physical hardship?” 

While talking, his fingertips beckoned, retracting that streak of gloomy light. 

Yan Jadetrue looked at Ye Yuan, filled with fear. 



He originally thought that having obtained an Emperor Vast Heaven’s inheritance and sweeping across 

the Nirvana Soul Hall, he would definitely be able to avenge the enmity when he encountered Ye Yuan 

again. 

Who knew that in the end, he actually still suffered a crushing defeat. 

Not only was he defeated, this grade three grandmist treasure actually even had to be snatched away by 

Ye Yuan! 

How aggrieving! 

Helpless, Yan Jadetrue could only retract the Soul Recall Ring’s imprint. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan became the Soul Recall Ring’s new owner. 

After feeling it, with this Soul Recall Ring, if Ye Yuan’s soul force skyrocketed, he would virtually be able 

to rival grand completion True Sovereign Heavens! 

Indeed good stuff! 

Coupled with the powerful mystic arts in Deity Realm, Ye Yuan could exterminate half-step Emperor 

Realm soul denizens akin to retrieving an item from his own bag. 

After Ye Yuan’s Twin Chaos Origin Divinities all reached grand completion True Sovereign Heaven, even 

if he encountered Emperor Realm powerhouses, he might not be without the strength to have a fight. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s gleeful look, Yan Jadetrue felt as awful as one could be. 

Ye Yuan looked toward Yan Jadetrue and said with a smile, “Lord Soul Envoy, regarding this matter of 

recruitment, do you know what you should do?” 

Yan Jadetrue seemed like he had eaten a fly, but he still nodded and said, “G-Got it!” 

He struggled to his feet, gaze looking at Zhang Zuoshan intent as he said, “Zhang Zuoshan, the Soaring 

Cloud Sect from top to bottom, those above Saint Sovereign Heaven will all enter the Scarlet Drill 

Battlefield!” 

Zhang Zuoshan’s expression changed wildly.?This… What is going on here? 

Weren’t we here to get the Sublime Pill Sect? 

How did it become drafting the Soaring Cloud Sect in a blink of an eye? 

Furthermore, Yan Jadetrue’s words were to round up the Soaring Cloud Sect’s Sovereign Realm and 

above in one fell swoop! 

“L-Lord Soul Envoy!” 

Yan Jadetrue’s gaze turned cold, and he said in a deep voice, “What? This envoy’s words aren’t useful 

anymore? Do you need this envoy to send a message to my master and invite his elderly self to come 

over and speed things up in person?” 

Hearing this, Zhang Zuoshan’s expression changed drastically. 



Yan Jadetrue already acknowledged an Emperor Vast Heaven as master when he arrived at the Nirvana 

Soul Hall! 

His master was the Nirvana Soul Hall’s elder. Not only was his strength preeminent, but his authority 

was also immense too. 

If he were to take action, the Soaring Cloud Sect could forget about leaving behind a trace of bloodline 

in the end. 

“I-It’s useful! Zhang Zuoshan obeys!” Zhang Zuoshan even had the heart to die. 

Hearing that the soul envoy was going to conscript the Sublime Pill Sect again, Zhang Zuoshan 

immediately came forward on his own accord, wanting to tag along. 

Trampling on the former high sect was a very satisfying thing. 

But who knew that it actually entrapped the Soaring Cloud Sect! 

The current Zhang Zuoshan, his intestines already turned green with regret. 

“Report to the Scarlet Drill Battlefield within ten days! Otherwise, bear the consequences yourself!” Yan 

Jadetrue looked at Zhang Zuoshan and said coldly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2917: Youre My Lucky Star! 

“Ancestor Ye was indeed sent by Patriarch to save us!” 

“Too satisfying! The Soaring Cloud Sect has this day too!” 

“Ancestor Ye is really impressive! Alchemy Dao, Martial Dao, Soul Dao, all of them are astonishing! No 

wonder he could be taken in as a disciple by Patriarch!” 

… … 

The Sublime Pill Sect’s disciples were agitated until they were almost crying. 

Originally, they thought that the sect was going to decline henceforth. 

But who knew that Ancestor Ye overcame the raging tides, saving the sect, and even conveniently 

trampled the Soaring Cloud Sect into the mud while he was at it! 

Zhang Zuoshan left in disgrace. When he left, he was wailing bitterly. 

Soaring Cloud Sect’s decline was virtually a certainty. 

But Wang Jun and the rest of the Emperor Realm powerhouses were not so optimistic. 

Ye Yuan had offended the soul envoy to the core! 

The soul envoy represented the Nirvana Soul Hall. Ye Yuan beat Yan Jadetrue to this extent and even 

snatched his lucky chance. This was equivalent to slapping the Nirvana Soul Hall’s face. 

Could this Nirvana Soul Hall be willing to drop the matter? 
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Nirvana Soul Hall was the organization used by the soul race to rule Day Cloud Continent. The 

powerhouses were plentiful as the clouds. 

The place where the Sublime Pill Sect was located was Ning Lan Territory. 

Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall was Ning Lan Territory’s supreme governing body. 

All who offended the Nirvana Soul Hall did not have a good end. 

“Ancestor Ye, hurry up and leave the Sublime Pill Sect! The soul envoy’s master, Emperor Sevenfeather, 

is the Nirvana Soul Hall’s elder, an Emperor Vast Heaven Realm Soul Emperor! He values this disciple a 

lot. If he finds out … he’ll definitely come and kill you!” 

Wang Jun clearly knew quite a bit of inside information and immediately urged Ye Yuan to leave. 

Yan Jadetrue was pleased with himself in his heart, but he did not dare to reveal it. 

He knew about Ye Yuan’s means and could only secretly take delight in it. 

So what if you, Ye Yuan, are formidable? I’m the soul race’s envoy now, just you wait for death. 

“Are you thinking about, after your master comes, then kills me, and he’ll bring you away?” Suddenly, Ye 

Yuan’s voice sounded out, interrupting Yan Jadetrue’s beautiful dream. 

Yan Jadetrue’s expression changed, and he said with an awkward smile, “H-How can that be!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Actually, these few years, I’ve always been waiting for the Nirvana Soul Hall’s 

people to come. Except, I didn’t expect that the one who came would actually be you.” 

Yan Jadetrue’s expression changed again! 

He was an extremely clever person. The moment Ye Yuan opened his mouth, he immediately connected 

it to many things! 

No wonder he suddenly appeared in Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven. It turned out that his goal was 

actually the soul race! 

Suddenly, he thought of something and cried out in surprise, “You … You want to borrow the power of 

the soul race to revive your beloved?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Talking with smart people saves effort. Therefore, you should know what I’m 

planning, right?” 

Yan Jadetrue said, “This is impossible! You’re a human. How can you possibly enter the soul race?” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly. Suddenly, his origin divinity split into two, one becoming a dragon soul, the 

other turning into the chaos origin divinity. 

Following that, Ye Yuan gave a muffled groan, a trace of blood seeping out of his mouth. 

The dragon soul tunneled into Ye Yuan’s body with a whoosh. 

Now, it became two Ye Yuans. 



One was a chaos origin divinity, and the other was Ye Yuan’s main body. 

Yan Jadetrue’s pupils constricted, crying out in surprise once again as he said, “You … You are a mad 

man, to actually sever your twin origin divinities! But it’s useless! Concerning the soul race and the origin 

divinity, there is a fundamental difference! Even if you cut off your origin divinity, you can’t become a 

soul denizen too! I spent 150 years before completely transforming into the soul race! Do you feel that 

Master will wait 150 years for you?” 

When he said this, Yan Jadetrue was full of mockery. 

Origin divinity transforming into a soul denizen was a process. 

This process was the process of completely cutting off the origin divinity from the physical body and 

purifying oneself. 

Even if Ye Yuan forced him to teach him this purification technique, Soul Emperor Sevenfeather would 

not give him this time either. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “150 years? That’s too long … Yan Jadetrue, in my impression of you, you’re a 

genius. You actually used 150 years before transforming into a soul denizen?” 

Yan Jadetrue smiled coldly and said, “Which origin divinity doesn’t have too many fetters while they 

were alive? Wanting to cut off the past and turning into the soul race, how can it be so easy? A period of 

150 years is sufficient to rank into the top three in the Nirvana Soul Hall too! Ye Yuan, stop pretending in 

front of this seat. This seat will impart you the purification technique. I want to see how long you take!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “No need! I have a purification technique myself!” 

While talking, Ye Yuan’s body emitted motes of light as if purifying himself. 

Yan Jadetrue stared at Ye Yuan, his eyes going wide. 

T-Too fast! 

One breath, two breaths … a hundred breaths, the aura on Ye Yuan’s body already became exactly like 

him! 

Ye Yuan … already transformed into a soul denizen! 

“This … How is this possible?” Yan Jadetrue muttered. 

Yan Jadetrue had never heard of this kind of transformation speed before. 

Of course, with his level, he had no way of understanding what kind of existence Divine Emergence was 

at all! 

One of the soul race’s three great sacred canons was not joking around. 

It was not just Yan Jadetrue; Wang Jun and the rest were stunned too. 

How could Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven’s humans not know the difficulty of transforming? 



In reality, Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven’s origin divinities were beyond count. But those that were 

truly able to become a soul denizen were just in the minority after all. 

But he had never heard before that someone could actually transform completely into the soul race in a 

hundred breaths. 

Furthermore, when Ye Yuan cut off his fetters with his original body, he was clearly still heavily injured. 

But in a blink, he became completely fine! 

Everything before their eyes already subverted their understanding. 

“Therefore, can we set off now? Senior Apprentice Brother Yan!” 

Ye Yuan fired out a spell. Yan Jadetrue felt as if something had entered his soul body, and his expression 

could not help changing. 

His meaning was very clear. He wanted to have Yan Jadetrue bring him into the Nirvana Soul Hall. 

From now on, they might become apprentice brothers. 

Tsk tsk,?truly, fate makes a mockery of men! 

Yan Jadetrue’s eyes shrunk slightly, and he said in a solemn voice, “I can bring you over! But, you have to 

swear a deadly oath to release me after the matter is done!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “No problem. I have a feeling that you’re my lucky star! With you 

around, my luck seems to be good every time! So, there’s no need to kill you.” 

“Pffft!” 

Yan Jadetrue nearly spurted out a mouthful of old blood. 

Of course, he was a soul body and did not have blood. 

In reality, if not for Yan Jadetrue, there really would not be today’s Ye Yuan. 

Afterward, if not for Yan Jadetrue’s guide, it would have been impossible for Ye Yuan to find the 

Labyrinth Divine Palace too. 

The Labyrinth Divine Palace’s treasures established a solid foundation for Ye Yuan’s rise later on. 

This time, he delivered the Soul Recall Ring. 

Tsk tsk, such a nice guy! 

… … 

About to part, there was thick concern all over the faces of Wang Jun and the others. 

Severing fetters, infiltrating the soul race. 

This sort of thing was too crazy! 



The soul race has powerhouses plentiful as clouds. It was hard to predict the fortunes of this departure. 

Wang Jun could not help but worry. 

“Alright, stop looking like your parents died! From now on, with Senior Apprentice Brother Yan and me 

in the Nirvana Soul Hall, you all can cultivate with peace of mind. Isn’t that so, Senior Apprentice Brother 

Yan?” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

“Humph!”?Yan Jadetrue snorted coldly. 

“Wang Jun, my main body will be staying in the Sublime Pill Sect. Help me look after it,” Ye Yuan said. 

“Ancestor, rest assured. Even if Wang Jun dies, I’ll also ensure your safety!” Wang Jun patted his chest 

and said. 
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Chapter 2918: Scarlet Drill Three Sons! 

“This place is the Lucid Forest. It’s the place where the Nirvana Soul Hall’s disciples cultivate and also 

one of the three stages of the entrance assessment. I’ve already helped you to make arrangements for 

the rest. As long as you clear the Lucid Forest, Soul Controlling Avenue, and Soul Refining Furnace, three 

stages, you’ll be able to enter the Nirvana Soul Hall,” Yan Jadetrue pointed at a forest ahead as he 

explained. 

Nirvana Soul Hall was the inevitable path that led to the soul race. 

However, not all soul denizens had the qualifications to enter the Nirvana Soul Hall. 

This Nirvana Soul Hall was akin to a great sect. Wanting to enter it, one must pass a stringent test. 

This test was no joke. A moment of carelessness and one would die inside! 

Of course, the benefits of entering the Nirvana Soul Hall were immense too. 

The soul race’s control over resources was extremely strict. 

Entering the Nirvana Soul Hall, one would have the possibility of advancing to a higher level. 

Wanting to enter the core of the soul race, there was only through the Nirvana Soul Hall. 

Therefore, soul race powerhouses flocked to the Nirvana Soul Hall like ducks. 

Countless Soul Daos were set up in the Lucid Forest! 

Soul Dao was the lifetime comprehension of a soul denizen. 

Corroborating one’s own Dao with tens of thousands of Soul Dao, comprehending a Great Dao that 

belonged to yourself, that was the function of the Lucid Forest. 

However, being situated amidst tens of thousands of Soul Daos, it was also extremely easy to lose 

yourself. 

To the vast majority of the soul denizens, entering the Lucid Forest would often lead them astray, 

turning into one of the myriad Soul Daos inside. 
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Of course, with danger, there were lucky chances too. 

Some people comprehended their own Great Dao in the Lucid Forest, their strength advancing by leaps 

and bounds. 

Hence, many Nirvana Soul Hall disciples similarly comprehended Dao inside. 

“The time limit to pass the stage is three days! As long as you walk out of the Lucid Forest within three 

days, it’s considered clearing it,” Yan Jadetrue said. 

The rest, he did not say much either. 

He knew Ye Yuan too well and knew that this Lucid Forest could not stump him. 

It was just that. He was somewhat curious just what level Ye Yuan could achieve. 

Actually, Yan Jadetrue originally wanted to show off his results. But, thinking about it, better forget it, in 

case he got slapped by Ye Yuan. 

Back then, when he entered the Lucid Forest, he only used 20 hours and walked out. 

This result was sufficient to rank in the top ten when looking at the entire Ning Lan Nirvana Soul Hall. It 

was really very impressive! 

Therefore, he was taken in as a disciple by Soul Emperor Sevenfeather too. 

What this stage tested was not talent but Dao heart. 

Only with a strong Dao heart could one remain lucid! 

But Yan Jadetrue knew that Ye Yuan’s Dao heart was frighteningly powerful! 

At this time, there were already many people who took the stage, waiting to enter the Lucid Forest. 

Ye Yuan also entered the crowd along with the flow. 

“Get lost!” 

Suddenly, there was a commotion in the crowd, and a path automatically opened up. 

A young man stepped forward with his hands behind his back, looking like he considered everything and 

everyone beneath his notice. 

The others seemed to be very fearful of him. 

Ye Yuan heard people starting to discuss beside him. 

“Who are these three people? Why are they so arrogant!” 

“You never heard of the Crimson Drill Three Sons? I didn’t expect that they would also come to take part 

in the test with us this time!” 

“Qin Shitian, Zhou Yu, He Chen, these three all returned from the Scarlet Drill Battlefield! I heard that 

the three of them rendered illustrious achievements in the Scarlet Drill Battlefield and were taken in as 



honorary disciples by the three hall masters! It’s just waiting for after the assessment this time before 

they are accepted under their tutelage!” 

“The three of them have corrupt energy that billows to the sky. I don’t even dare get close! Too strong! 

The top three this time will definitely be the three of them!” 

“No wonder they are so haughty. They really have the capital to be arrogant!” 

… … 

Everyone sent the three people off with their eyes, walking through the crowd. 

Places that they passed by, all gave a wide berth! 

It was not that they wanted to retreat, but that they had no choice but to retreat! 

Compared to the others, these three people were simply head and shoulders above them. 

These three genuinely killed their way out from a mountain of corpses and a sea of blood. The corrupt 

energy on their bodies billowed to the sky, their soul bodies incomparably solid. 

Those who were slightly weaker, just this corrupt energy could turn them to ashes. 

Soul race powerhouses were not as weak as the human race’s origin divinity. 

Especially those like Qin Shitian three people, their soul bodies were already condensed to the extreme. 

Wanting to kill them was even harder than the blood race! 

The three people took big steps, as if there were nobody around. 

“Humph!?A bunch of trash also wants to enter the Nirvana Soul Hall, truly ignorant!’ Qin Shitian looked 

at everyone who retreated, a look of displeasure on his face. 

Zhou Yu smiled and said, “Dreams are a must! However, taking the assessment in the same batch as us, 

they will doubt life, right?” 

He Chen’s mouth curled, and he said disdainfully, “Sweeping a glance, there’s no one who can fight! 

These trash actually came to take part in the test too.” 

Zhou Yu said, “Huhu, our goal isn’t just to enter the Nirvana Soul Hall! We’re not from the same world as 

them to begin with!” 

Qin Shitian snorted coldly and said, “Taking the test together with these trash really spoils my appetite!” 

The three people did not have the intention of covering it up at all. Everyone could hear the words that 

were said. 

When everyone heard, their faces turned completely red. 

Those who dared to come and challenge the Nirvana Soul Hall’s test were not rookies. 

At least, they had some confidence in themselves. 

But, just as Zhou Yu said, they were somewhat doubting life. 



The Scarlet Drill Three Sons were too strong! 

As the three people walked, they arrived at Ye Yuan there very soon. 

The others backed away one after another. A middle True Sovereign Heaven next to Ye Yuan tugged at 

him and whispered, “Still not backing away? You’re courting death!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This Lucid Forest tests the Dao heart. If you retreat, is there still a need to 

enter the Lucid Forest?” 

That person was taken aback. Thinking about it, that was true. 

But, right at this time, a surging corrupt energy hit him head-on. 

His expression changed wildly, only feeling like his soul body was almost collapsing. He hurriedly 

retreated more than ten steps before stabilizing his figure. 

This way, Ye Yuan appeared especially conspicuous. 

The others immediately started discussing in whispers. 

“Keeping up appearances to cover up his predicament? Retreat and you won’t be able to clear the Lucid 

Forest? What a joke!” 

“How is this keeping up appearances to cover up his predicament, this is throwing away his life! The 

Scarlet Drill Three Sons together can directly make his soul body collapse!” 

“Heh,?there are really those who aren’t afraid of death these days!” 

… … 

Qin Shitian three people naturally saw Ye Yuan too. 

Qin Shitian’s brows furrowed slightly, very displeased in his heart. 

A place that they were passing through, there was actually someone who dared to not give way! 

Furthermore, what Ye Yuan said earlier was not deliberately hidden. Everyone heard it, including the 

three of them. 

“Humph!?Ignorant thing! Without strength and you still dare to utter wild ravings, really courting 

death!” 

Qin Shitian gave a cold snort, the corrupt energy on his body suddenly skyrocketing severalfold! 

Zhou Yu also laughed lightly. Following that, his corrupt energy also skyrocketed! 

He Chen sneered coldly, similarly skyrocketing! 

The three people’s corrupt energy billowed straight to the clouds, enveloping everyone inside all at 

once. 

They did not deliberately target the others, but the expressions of the rest changed wildly, retreating 

again one after another. 



An extremely large empty lot formed around the trio. 

Apart from the three of them, there was only Ye Yuan left in that empty lot. 

Ye Yuan was in the center of the three people’s corrupt energy! 

Previously, they did not intentionally release corrupt energy. But now, they had the intention of taking 

Ye Yuan down a notch, forcing Ye Yuan to fall back. 

“Retreat!” When Qin Shitian walked by Ye Yuan, he bellowed. 

However, what Ye Yuan returned to him was just a slight smile. 

Unmoving as a pine tree! 
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Chapter 2919: Entering the Forest 

Awkward! 

Huge awkwardness! 

How resounding was that one word ‘retreat’? 

However, Ye Yuan did not even take half a step. 

Apart from awkwardness at the entrance of the Lucid Forest, it was still awkwardness. 

Originally they thought that Ye Yuan, who was too weak to stand up to a gust of wind, would have to 

suffer serious injuries under this corrupt energy even if his soul did not dissipate. 

Who knew that he did not feel anything out of sorts at all. 

“No way, right? That kid is clearly just middle True Sovereign Heaven, and he can actually resist Qin 

Shitian’s corrupt energy?” 

“I heard that Qin Shitian’s corrupt energy can even suppress the blood race’s blood energy. It actually 

can’t suppress that kid!” 

“It’s really embarrassing now. You look at Qin Shitian’s face. It turned green!” 

… … 

Qin Shitian’s awe-inspiring reputation was illustrious in the entire Scarlet Drill Battlefield and even Ning 

Lan Territory. 

But who could have thought that he actually suffered a loss in front of an unknown punk?! 

Updates by . com 

Zhou Yu was clearly a little more shrewd than the other two. He looked at Ye Yuan and said with a smile 

that was not a smile, “Interesting! Really interesting! I didn’t expect that in the temple entrance 

assessment this time, I’d actually bump into an interesting little fellow. What’s your name?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head slightly with a faint smile but turned around and left. 
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The trio who remained had dumbfounded faces. 

This guy actually ignored them! 

There was actually someone who dared to ignore the Scarlet Drill Three Sons here! 

This time, even Zhou Yu lost composure. 

“Punk, I’m talking to you. Are you deaf?” Zhou Yu said in a cold voice. 

“Want to posture, do it after passing the test. You haven’t even entered the Lucid Forest, and you’re 

flaunting your prowess here, making a spectacle of yourselves,” Ye Yuan said coolly without even 

turning his head back. 

“Hiss …” 

Everyone sucked in a breath of cold air. 

Domineering enough! 

Far away, when Yan Jadetrue saw this scene, he could not help smiling broadly. 

Sure enough, it was very Ye Yuan-like! 

Although these three people were very strong, compared to Ye Yuan, they were still far off! 

The corrupt energy on the Scarlet Drill Three Sons’ bodies was extremely heavy. Their soul body was 

extremely solid. They were indeed not easy to deal with. 

But the path that Ye Yuan took was drastically different from theirs. 

The Scarlet Drill Three Sons experienced the battlefield for a long time, tempering their soul bodies like 

how humans train their physical bodies. 

But the path that Ye Yuan took was a Great Dao that led to heaven! 

Fighting with Ye Yuan, he felt that Ye Yuan’s origin divinity was akin to a vast expanse of fog, seemingly 

unreachable. 

Although the corrupt energy was heavy, it was not worth mentioning in front of Ye Yuan. 

Unless this corrupt energy reached the Emperor Realm, it had no way of affecting Ye Yuan at all. 

“Huhu,?looks like someone is going to challenge us this time! Interesting! Very interesting!” Qin Shitian 

laughed coldly without ceasing, but his eyes were already somber to the extreme. 

These three people were all ruthless and cruel, having killed countless people. 

The humans and blood kins that died in their hands were beyond count. 

Originally they thought that this time, it would be a competition between the three of them. Who knew 

that there was actually someone who dared to provoke them. 



But Zhou Yu smiled and said, “Isn’t that great? Originally I thought that it would be boring this time. 

Wrecking a brat who doesn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth while we’re at it is pretty good 

too. It’s just I don’t know whether or not he can get out of the Lucid Forest!” 

People familiar with him all knew that Zhou Yu already had killing intent aroused. 

Right at this time, a figure appeared in the sky above the Lucid Forest. 

Emperor Realm powerhouse! 

“Alright, everyone is already here. Enter the Lucid Forest! With three days as the time limit, after three 

days, those who can’t come out will naturally be transported out. However, if you can’t even last three 

days, then you can’t blame anyone. Now, you all can still choose to withdraw,” the Emperor Realm 

powerhouse said loudly. 

Nobody moved. Those who came here naturally already knew the danger of the Lucid Forest. 

The Emperor Realm powerhouse smiled slightly and said, “Since nobody backed out, enter the forest!” 

Under his word of command, thousands of soul race geniuses entered the Lucid Forest in succession. 

There was a light screen before the forest. The light dots on the light screen represented everyone’s 

positions. 

Whoever’s light dot disappeared, it represented that their will had already been wiped away, turning 

into a part of the Lucid Forest. 

Each time they entered the forest, there would be hundreds of people who fell in the end. 

Not long after everyone entered the Lucid Forest, several figures landed. 

That Emperor Realm powerhouse’s pupils constricted slightly, and he hurriedly bowed and said, “Paying 

respects to three hall masters! Paying respects to elders!” 

“Mn,?you carry on hosting the Lucid Forest, don’t need to care about us!” 

“Yes!” 

It turned out that it was actually the hall master and two vice hall masters arriving in person! 

A slight chill ran down the backs of the forest guardian, looks like the three hall masters value these 

three honorary disciples very highly! 

Hall Master Great Emperor Eastsun, Vice Hall Master Great Emperor Westdawn, Great Emperor 

Woodrelease, these three people were all Emperor Sakra Heaven Realm mighty experts. 

To be able to receive attention from the three of them, the weight of the Scarlet Drill Three Sons could 

be seen. 

Apart from them, Yan Jadetrue’s master, Soul Emperor Sevenfeather, also arrived. 

“Master!” Yan Jadetrue said with a bow. 

When Sevenfeather saw Yan Jadetrue, he was also slightly surprised and said, “You’re here too?” 



Yan Jadetrue said, “Yes, this disciple made a good friend when I went out this time. He wants to enter 

the Nirvana Soul Hall too. So I arranged for him to join the temple entrance assessment.” 

Sevenfeather nodded slightly. This kind of thing was very common and not a big deal. 

But Yan Jadetrue was incredibly disappointed in his heart. 

He placed hopes on that his master could see through what was wrong in his soul body. 

But sadly, nope! 

It seemed like Ye Yuan’s method was extremely brilliant. Even an Emperor Vast Heaven Realm mighty 

expert was completely clueless. 

“Who’s your good friend?” Sevenfeather asked. 

“This … That last one is called Ye Yuan.” There was everyone’s name on the light screen. 

Sevenfeather could not help laughing as he said, “The periphery’s baneful souls are the fewest. He’s still 

wandering around the perimeter until now. Most likely … it will be very hard to survive three days, 

right?” 

Yan Jadetrue could not help smiling bitterly. He was perplexed too. 

With Ye Yuan’s Dao heart, he should advance very quickly. But, he actually stopped right at the 

beginning. 

This showed that he was already beguiled! 

Concerning the Lucid Forest, the deeper in, the more wandering souls and the stronger they were. The 

beguiling power also grew stronger. 

“Huhu,?Martial Uncle Sevenfeather, this kid was still picking a fight with the Scarlet Drill Three Sons 

earlier, I was wondering how strong he was. Who knew that this kid can’t even break through the outer-

perimeter. What a piece of trash!?Huhu,?Junior Apprentice Brother Jadetrue’s strength is decent, but 

his eyesight in making friends is too lousy. That Scarlet Drill Three Sons are indeed well-deserving of 

being the three hall masters’ honorary disciples. At this rate of advancement, most likely … they will be 

breaking the record!” 

The one speaking was called Jiang Hao. He was also an elder’s disciple. His strength was almost on par 

with Yan Jadetrue. 

Between the two, they contended with each other overtly and covertly as well. 

That scene earlier, he was present too and naturally took it into his sights. 

Originally he thought that Ye Yuan had some abilities, to be able to block the Scarlet Drill Three Sons’ 

corrupt energy. Who knew that he was so useless. 

Seeing Yan Jadetrue get deflated at this time, he naturally could not resist coming out to deal two kicks 

in. 



When he said this, Sevenfeather’s face was also rather awkward. His expression turned dark, looking at 

Yan Jadetrue with a dark expression. 

What kind of rubbish friend did you make? 

Putting aside that his strength was weak, he even offended the hall master’s honorary disciple. Wasn’t 

this secretly reporting himself? 

He, an exalted Emperor Vast Heaven, could not afford to lose this face! 

Looking at the Scarlet Drill Three Sons again, they were virtually advancing at an equal pace and already 

rushed three miles into the forest! 

The Lucid Forest was not big. It was only ten square miles. 

But the deeper in, the slower one would get. 

Chapter 2920: You Cheated! 

Upon entering the Lucid Forest, countless aura of Daos hit him head-on. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over, having some enlightenment. 

Hence, he started to study it carefully. 

What he cultivated was the soul race’s sacred canon, his comprehension of the Dao of Soul was 

extremely deep. 

Regarding these so-called Daos, Ye Yuan understood them with one glance. 

After studying for a while, Ye Yuan discovered that it was … dull. 

These Daos were all too superficial. It did not give him much inspiration. 

Of course, he understood that this was due to Divine Emergence being too profound. 

The more he cultivated, the more Ye Yuan discovered the extensiveness and profoundness of Divine 

Emergence, pointing straight at the origin of Soul Dao. 

Only at this time did he remember that he seemed to be taking part in an assessment. 

There was no one around him a long time ago. 

Hence, he took large strides forward. 

The surrounding Daos got more and more and also increasingly profound, as if it could let people reach 

out and grasp the Dao. 

The Lucid Forest was to let people hold fast to their Dao hearts. 

The more Daos you saw, you would waver in your own Dao heart. 

In this Lucid Forest, you could not avoid these so-called Daos at all. It did not need to be looked at using 

the naked eye at all but directly came into contact with the soul body. 



But, to Ye Yuan, these could not affect him in the slightest at all. 

Putting aside how powerful Divine Emergence was, one could only say that Ye Yuan’s Dao heart was not 

an ordinary kind of strong! 

He was a man who dared to point at heaven with his sword! 

Hence, his speed of advancement was incomparably fast. 

Ten miles was merely a twinkle to a True Sovereign Heaven. 

Hence, Ye Yuan came out after several breaths. 

… … 

Outside of the Lucid Forest, Great Emperor Eastsun three people were currently discussing their 

honorary disciples. 

“Qin Shitian indeed doesn’t fall short of this old man’s expectations! Among the three people, his skill is 

a level higher in the end!” Great Emperor Eastsun stroked his beard and said with a smile. 

Great Emperor Westdawn was indifferent as he said, “It seems to be too early for Brother Eastsun to 

draw a conclusion now, right? There are huge variables in the Lucid Forest. Moreover, Qin Shitian isn’t in 

the lead by much. Zhou Yu has always been reserved. He definitely won’t lose in this Lucid Forest stage!” 

Great Emperor Eastsun said coolly, “Then, just wait and see … see …” 

Suddenly, Great Emperor Eastsun’s eyes became wide saucers. Even his words became stutters. 

It was because a light dot surpassed Qin Shitian three people like lightning and reached the end point in 

a few breaths of time. 

Great Emperor Westdawn smiled and said, “Brother Eastsun, it’s merely a competition among juniors. 

Why do you have to be so agitated?” 

Agitated my *ss! 

Are you freaking … blind? 

Uh, it seems like this guy did not see the light screen. 

Drawing a deep breath, Great Emperor Eastsun said, “Somebody came out!” 

“S-Someone came out?” Great Emperor Westdawn wondered whether this guy was joking or not. 

But right then, there was suddenly a commotion from the crowd. 

“This is also too fast, right? Just now, my attention was fully on Qin Shitian three people, I didn’t even 

see clearly who that was!” 

“Me too! This … wouldn’t be some problem with the light screen, right?” 

“Something is definitely wrong with the light screen! This Lucid Forest’s record is 6 hours and 15 

minutes. Even if someone broke the record, it’s also impossible to be so fast, right?” 



… … 

They only saw a light dot flash past, then it disappeared. 

As for who it was, everyone really did not see clearly. 

Because everyone’s attention was all placed on the Scarlet Drill Three Sons. 

This was also the biggest highlight of the assessment this time. 

But very soon, a figure appeared before everyone’s eyes. 

Shockingly, it was Ye Yuan! 

The forest guardian was also somewhat absent-minded. His focus just now was also on Qin Shitian three 

people. 

By the time he became aware of it, someone had already come out. 

Ye Yuan looked at the forest guardian and asked, “Senior, am I considered to have passed?” 

The forest guardian had a blank expression. Nodding his head, then shaking his head again, he 

questioned: “H-How can you be so fast?” 

Ye Yuan countered with a question, “It’s merely ten miles. Isn’t it a snap of a finger to us?” 

The forest guardian was taken aback and immediately said angrily, “Hang on! You … You were clearly 

stuck in the beginning just now. How did you clear it so quickly? You cheated!” 

Everyone’s hearts eased up. It turned out that he was cheating! 

Sure enough, only cheating could be so fast, no? 

The forest guardian had already been at this Lucid Forest for many years. 

The geniuses that he had seen before were beyond countable. 

But, no matter how outstandingly talented, it was also impossible to clear the Lucid Forest so quickly. 

Therefore, it could only be cheating. 

If you cheated, forget it. The main characters this time were the Scarlet Drill Three Sons. You stole their 

limelight, wasn’t this slapping the faces of the three great hall masters? 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he was amused. “Since Senior said that I cheated, then this junior will go 

again. Senior can enter the forest to inspect. ” ”.If there’s any problem, Senior can strike me dead on the 

spot. How about that?” 

The forest guardian’s old face turned red. Ye Yuan’s speed was too fast. He could not keep up! 

Although he was an Emperor Realm powerhouse, he also could not be unmoving as a pine tree in this 

Lucid Forest. 

“I’ll go!” At this time, Great Emperor Eastsun spoke up. 



He also did not believe that Ye Yuan could pass through the Lucid Forest in such a short time. 

This sort of thing had never happened before. It was too bizarre. 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands at Great Emperor Eastsun and entered the forest again. 

Great Emperor Eastsun’s figure moved and entered the Lucid Forest too. 

Upon entering the forest, Great Emperor Eastsun’s pupils constricted. Ye Yuan’s figure sped towards the 

distances like lightning. 

The countless Soul Daos around him could not affect Ye Yuan in the slightest. 

Great Emperor Eastsun also stepped forward, incredibly shocked in his heart. 

These low-level Soul Daos were naturally unable to affect him too much. 

But there was ultimately some influence. 

He unleashed all of his ability and could only eat dust behind Ye Yuan in the end. 

In merely several breaths of time from start to finish, the two people came out of the Lucid Forest very 

quickly. 

Everyone held their breaths, waiting for Great Emperor Eastsun’s ruling. 

Great Emperor Eastsun’s heart was in shock currently. 

What a powerful Dao heart! 

He shook his head slightly at Westdawn two people and said, “This boy didn’t cheat!” 

Whoosh! 

Outside the Lucid Forest, it completely burst into an uproar. 

“How is this possible? It’s merely five breaths of time from start to end!” 

“How does this result expect people to live?” 

“No wonder he turned his nose up at the Scarlet Drill Three Sons. This… is simply a one-sided beating!” 

… … 

This result was too explosive. 

Explosive until everyone did not dare believe it. 

Jiang Hao’s expression was like he had eaten a fly. 

Sure enough, Yan Jadetrue’s mocking voice entered his ears very quickly.?“Huhu,?What Brother Jiang 

Hao said is right. My eyesight is indeed extremely poor, but I failed to discern that Brother Ye was 

actually so impressive! However, Brother Jiang Hao’s eyesight seems to be worse than mine. Ye Yuan’s 

result can brutalize the Scarlet Drill Three Sons already, right?” 



More than brutalize, it was simply a catastrophic mangling! 

Entering the Lucid Forest, the shorter the time, the more difficult it was. 

After so many years, everyone kept refreshing the record continuously. It was incredibly difficult to 

improve it again by a few breaths. 

But now, the record was no longer important. 

It was because it was impossible for anyone to be able to beat Ye Yuan’s record. 


